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THE ELIZABETHAN AT THE PUBLIC PLAYHOUSE
(1 5T5-161 6,
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of Shakespeare and, more particularly,
of his plays, is incomplete without some knowledge of
the people who attended their performance. The erect-
ion of Burbage's Theatre in 15 rc6, marked the advent of
a period in dramatic history ooraparabJ e only to the pop-
ularity our motion picture industry now enjoys. This
unprecedented and very profitable rise of the public
theatre, as an institution, may be directly due to
Burbage's erection of a building, expressly designed
for the attraction of a large assembly of persons, or
in a combination of circumstance . Regardless of the
exact Couse, there immediately resulted a demand for
dramatic literature of al J sorts, and in this particular
field of literary endeavor, the genius of Shakespeare
came to fruition. Bis name and works nave engendered
a vast body of critical material
,
ranging from biograph-
ical studies, careful textual analysis of the plays,
works on his characterization and stage technique, to
detailed reconstruction and study of the Elizabethan
stage. Little emphasis, however, has been placed on
the importance of his audience as a factor influencing
the content , technique , and character of the plays,

themsel ves . Changes in Banners and customs of social life
in habits of thought, in all the aspects of human soc-
iety, that we puio up in the term civilization, produced
a far different audience in 1600 than we ctn expect to
find in the twentieth century. When we cor^e to the prob-
1 era of interpreting Shakespeare, the staging and critical
treatment of his works, the question of his audience be-
comes of vital interest. The praise or censure of the
audience was an immediate concern of the -Elizabethan
dramatist, as Beaumont tells us in the Woman Hater :
"There is no poet acquainted with more
shakings and quaking? towards the latter
end of his new play, when he's in that
case that he stands peeping between the
curtains so fearfully, that a bottle of
ale cannot be opened, hut he thinks
someone hi sees."*
Without the potentiality of an audience to witness them,
would those plays which form so important e part in the
great body of -English literature, have ever 1 een written?
Thus, the audience becomes important, not only as a fact-
or in the technique and content of the plays, hut becomes
our source of indebtedness of their very existence.
bources of information regarding the audience are
found, first, in contemporary literature of various sorts.
In the letters of travelers to England, who visted the
Lawrence, Old Theatre Days and Ways, 72
fI
f
playhouses and recorded their imp re ? si ons , we htve val -
ua' ie hints t>s to the physical charac teri stic of the
the tres, admission, and conduct, with some light on the
audience, itself. controversy over the famous De Witt
sketch of the Swan, warn* agoinst taking Information
gleaned from such sources as dogmatic and infallible. How-
ever, letters and records of this sort are valuable in
that they usually present the impression of an unbiased
observer. U ontemporary tracts and sermons do not have
this advantage, but build up a strong cbse of argument
for the iost part, against the theatre and all it stood
for. This distaste for the palyhouse w&? not always the
result of reasoned cons-iieration. Vhe congestion created
by the carriages on doys when ploys were performed, the
straying of apprentices from their t^sks, the difficulties
of the watermen, who transported the playgoers across the
Thames. .. .all these evils and inconvenie aces cried out
for the contemporary pamphleteer <.nd tract writer to take
pen in hand. .Elizabethan taste for satire found express
ion in works 1 i.ce Dekcer's Gul 1 ' s ; Tornb ok
. now ingenious
is Uekker' s device in making this vehicle of his wit a
book of advice and instruction, when one realizes the cur-
rent vogue for etiquette books and handbooks of oil sorts!
r
ijouis r
. Wright tells us of this demand:
"Since however, the citizen had less
ti i.e and .eans than the courtier for
attaining his ends, he required speedy
methods of instruction and useful cora-
peodium8 of facts. The answer tc his
demands was the handbook, the Tudor
and Ctubrt counterpart of the modern
fifteen ea?y lessors ^ich lead to
"bourgeois perfection."
The hen si owe papers and diary, edited by W.W. Greg, and
published in t^o volumes (London, 1904-8;, have "been
valuable to scholars, All extremely vital source of in-
formation is found in the El i zabe th- n dr^mo, itself,
however, all jse of material fro:a contemporary sources
must be approached with caution.
It will
,
obviously, not be possible for me to
evaluate and discups the 'tiany works consulted in the
preparation of this p^per. Only certain of the :ore
important can be ..entioned here. The standard ref-
erence work of the student of this phase of the Eng-
lish dra a, will be bir Edmund k. t;nambers' four vol-
ume ^'ork, '1 he El i gal gtha n stag e
,
representing twenty
years of re^search and study. another authoritative
writer on the theatre is V '.J. Lawrence, whose numerous
highly technical works are very important. The work
2Wright, iddl
e
- Cl as s Qui ture in El iza^ethan
Engl and
,
121
r
or a lore recent author, Alfred ftarbage, discusses the
audience very specifically, A.H. Thorndike remarks as
he begins his bihl iographical addenda to Chapt . XIV, "The
Audience", in his hook, Shake spear ej s Theater (1916;
"Chapter XIV deal s with a subject, often discussed, hut
on which there is little specific information." Herbage
hap ?ur counted this difficulty, presenting up with a "book
reaching rather definite conclusion?, presented in &n in-
teresting way
.
What is the purpose of this .aperV The factual side
of this field of inve st iga t ion has been competently and
thoroughly worked. ..y objective will "he to give as con-
cise end complete a picture of the Elizabethan playgoer,
as xjossible, within the limits I have set. I shall con-
sider hi>a, first, in relation to the playhouse, and sec-
ondly, as a member of society. I shall then proceed
to a discussion of his tastes tnd preferences as a the-
atrical spectator. The task has been an interesting one
"Old theatre days and ^ye" to borrow from W.J. Levrence,
(who has given one of his hooks this title; are not with-
out th e 1 r ow n 1 « scination, and the Elizabethan, in his
own rirht, is one of the most fascinating of individuals.
tt
II. The Audience and the PI ayhouse
How did the El izafcetkan playgoer learn of the play?
v
'e know little oi' early method? of advertising , "hut VT.J.
Lawrence tells us t-.^t ft t^ocu ent knovn as the "affiche"
was used on the continent as early as 1 556. This see..is
to have "been i.n early form of playbill, stating the date,
hour, and time of the play. He refers to a complaint,
dated 1 592, n&de to the Privy Council Try the vice-chan-
cellor of Cambridge, concerning- "writings" set up "a"! out
our college gates" "by the Queen's Players. Assuming that
these "writings" were rimilar to the affiche, this evid-
ence would indicate that a playbill of o/.e sort or another
existed and was in use "by the latter part cf t^e sixteenth
century. If our gallant failed to see the "writings"
about the college gates, tie might learn of the performance
in yet another manner. In a docu ment quoted by Chambers
in his discussion of the company known as the EarJ of Wor-
cester' s I^en, the following remarks appear:
"more, these men, contrary to Mr* Llayors
comand^ent went with their drum and tru Ti-
ppy tt 8 thorowe the town, in contempt of
Llr
. :.ayor . . . neyt ner void come at his co-
mandment, by his cffycer..
Lawrence, in examining this quotation, notes the phrase:
"with their drum and trump nytts thorowe the town" and
Le ice s ter i al 1 Pape rs
,
quoted in Chambers,
The Elizabethan Stage
,
II, °23
i
links it with known theatrical practice in Paris. He
proposes, and with considerable logic, that this may well
have "been one of the earliest forms of advertising in the
English theatre, as well, naving assembled h crowd by
the sou d of the drum and trumpet, one of the pJ&yers »ay
have acted as spokes \sn for the company, and stated the
t i .ie
,
place, title, tnd admission price of t e noming
performance. The questionable element in this deduction
lies in the fact that we h^ve no wt>y of knowing vheth^r
t is practice prevailed when the players were /nore or Jess
permanently e st^bl i shed at the pJayhouse, a s well a? when
they went on tours in t e cou try. It see ; p reasonable
to accept it, aowever, as a quite probable method employed
by the players to advertise their coming play.
If the gentleman had not i'.e&rd t e thump of the drum
or the hi are of the trumpet, nor had seen any posted doc-
ument ahout the pJay, it wcuJ d fee almost impossible for
him to escape news of the pl&yhouse from other men. bail-
ing this, the si .pie expedient of noting whether toe play-
house flcg flew ahove the tiring house wenl d certainly in-
form him. Mis next problem voul d he to decide the best
oe-m? of making his way to the pJayhouse. The city of
London Wc.s not so extensive in size, hy the year 1575, ts
rr
to make distance from any part of the city to the play-
house? prohibitive to foot travel . Later, a? the theat-
rical district shifted from Finsbury Fields to the T'unk-
side, travel on the river "became "both fashionable and
convenient. We read in the complaint of John Taylor on
"behalf of the T 'Taterrnen' s Company (1613):
"the players have all except the King's
men j left their usual residency on the
Bank side, and do play i n U iddlesex far
remote fro..; the Thanes, so that every
day in the week they do draw to them three
or four thousand people, that were used
to spend their monies "by water..*
River travel to the theatria -as obviously extensive. JJek-
ker advises his Gull of the best methods of establishing
credit with the watermen and points out the co .venience
of lodgings .iear the river.
Whether by Thames, or by footpath, the audience
found its way to the playhouse in large numbers. On
reaching the theatre, they entered by a single door, pre-
sided over by a door keeper or money taker. The problem
of handl i rig the admission in such a way as to insure foir
division among the actors and owners, and to prevent pil-
fering from the common box and "gate crashing" was one
never satisfactorily solved. The admission box could be
Ohamters, op
.
c_i_b.
, 371
r
securely looked, but the integrity of the money gatherer
determined what percentage of the coins actually found
their way into the receptacle. -here is an amusing ref-
erence to this in the "actor's Remonstrance" (1643;:
"Our very doorkeepers, men and women,
most grievously complain that "by this
cessation they are robbed of the privilege
of stealing from us with license; they can-
not, now, fas in King Agamemnon's days,
seen, to scratch their heads where they
itch not and drop shillings and half-
crown pieces into their collars.. "5
And another reference:
Mi he designation of thief is a term
applied to the office of theatre
doorkeeper, "but an honest man in that
calJinr is like the philosopher's stone,
perpetual' motion , or the quadrature of
the circle. .. something tb;.t is possible,
but is not likely to be found.""
.Notice what iieywood in the "Apology for Actors" wishes
his fellow dramatists:
"So wishing you judicial audiences,
honest poets, and true gatherers, I
commit you all to the fulnesse of your
best wishes.
"
The ex>jct scale of admission prices varied. Ad-
mission seems to have been paid in installments at the
entrance to each section of the Theatre. wheapest was
the yard, next, seats or benches in the gallery, vary*
Lawrence
,
op
.
c i t
.
,
85
Ibid
.
84 -
Ibid . 8 9
* «
f
ing in expense bccording to their 1 ocation, and most
expensive, seat? in that section of the galiery made
into private roo.-s, particularly the "lord's room" and
stools upon the stage. The most familiar reference to
the scale of admission is found in Platter's letter:
"There are different g£ : ieries and places,
however, where the seating is "better and
more comfortable, and therefore, more ex-
pensive, j'or whoever cares to stand "below
only pay? one -English penny, "but if he wishes
to sit he enters by another oor and pays
another penny, while if he desires to sit
in the <ost comf ortabl e seats which are
cushioned, where he not only sees every-
thing well, but can "be seen, then he pays
yet another English penny at another door." e
Prices may have ranged even higher. The MUull's Horn-
hook" speaks of the twelve-penny room next the stage,
and the induction to "Parthol omew fair" re iarks:
"It shall be lawful to judge his six-
penny worth, his twelve-penny worth, so
to his eighteen pence, two shillings, half
a crown, to the value of his place, provid-
ing not his place get above his wit."
It is difficult to translate these admission prices into
present day money Vbiues. iiarbage's equivalent for the
penny is about thirty-one cents in present day money.
Thorndike estimates it as about equal to twenty five
cents. At these rates it would seem fairly comparable
Chambers, op . c i t
.
, 365
^Jonson, Parthol omew gair (1614; , in
Spencer, ed. , Eliza
b
e than P I
a
y s , 415
ft
to admission to the motion picture house? today.
Commonly the opinion is expressed that double prices
were in effect on the opening date of & new play. Yost
credence for this idea comes from Samuel Kiechel's letter
"There &re some pecul i&r houses which
bre so made as to have about three galleries
over one another inasmuch as a nreat number
of people always e..ter to see such an enter-
tainment. It may well "be that they take in
as much as from 50 to 60 dollars at once, es-
pecially -when they act anything nev, which
h&s not "been given before, and double prices
are charred. . ."^
Karbage makes the point that the increase in receipts on
the occasion of any new play, according to the Hen si owe
accounts, is not great enough to bet.r out this t:.eory of
double admission. He suggests:
"The co temporary testimony that higher
prices -"ere charged at new plays is sus-
ceptible to the following interpretation:
the higher charge was made only at the out-
er door; thus one paid two pence to enter
tne yard but only the usual rates, thereafter."
Evidence as found in iienslowe's Diary concerning
admission prices and size of audience, and also evidence
from the specifications for the fortune, ;.ave been very
carefully studied by Alfred narbage. fluctuations caused
*^chambers, op . git
.
,
558
'^Harbage, Shakespeare'
s
Audience
,
29
f!
"by seasonal changes, novelty of the play, Holidays, and
other factors are careful iy considered and tabulated, ne
estimate a the population served "by the playhouses as about
16u,uuQ and places the capacity of the -fortune at about
°,344 persons and that of the Rose at 2,494 persons. From
these figures and fro:;) deductions drawn from the Henslowe
records, he eets the average attendance at the Rose, a
theatre of average size, at somewhere between 1,054 and
1,557 persons. faking 1 ,25u as s safe midpoint between
these figures, and noting that ^ore than one play was per-
formed in the city, da.ily, he makes the conservative est-
iinate that the average daily theatre attendance would tots
2,5u0, making a weekly total of 15,uuu. These figuees
would of course, be much higher on the occasion of a new
play or the opening of a new theatre. They represent, he
tell 8 us, the minimum audience attending Shake speare '
s
own plays, "hich were obviously popular. A play like
"Hamlet" or ''Othel 1 o" would be fairly certain of a large
audience. If] relating these attendance figures to the
total population, Garbage estimates that the playgoer
represented about 13 percent of the population, or about
2 from every 15 persons. To quote Harbage , as he init-
iates his discussion of these points.. ."My only claim is

that it is the meet thoughtful guess thus far made." They
seem worth presenting "because of the ct.reful research they
represent and because of the recent nature of his studies.
Chambers sums up other authoritative statements on the
Cop-city of the theatres:
"De Witt ha s t.1 ?o been criticised
for giving the seating capacity of
the Swan as 6,000. I dare say this
is merely the exaggerated round est-
imate of a casual visitor, but Wheatley
calculates from the drawing that the
galleries might hold 2,ooo t and it
would not be surprising if our rude
forefathers sat B bit cl oser than we
care to do. iioryson speaks even more
largely of thea tres 'more remarkable
for the number and the capacity, than
for the building' and 'capable of many
thousands' while no less than P. ,000
got into Trinity College hall for the
academic plays of 1 61 5 . . . .C orbin cal-
culates a seating capacity, allowing
18 in. for a seat, and 16 in. square
for a standing nan, of 2,1 68 or 2,558
at a pinch.
A comparison of Thorndike (1916; with Harbage 11941.J
snows different conclusions:
"The attendance at the theatres was
surprisingly large. -here were often
five or six givinr performances, which
would mean that out of a city of one
hundred thousand inhabitants, there were
thirty thousand spectators at the play
within a week.
His estimate of the population apparently does not take
into consideration the outer parishes and districts of the
Chambers, op . c it
.
, 5^6
'Thorndike, shake speare ' s Theatre, 407
((
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city, and his estimate of the weekly attendance rather
large, compared to Harbage's 15,uuu weekly in 1595, 18,0U0
in 16.01, and 21,uu0 in 1605.
Having p^id the admission fee, the audience settled
itself to await the pi ay. i<'rom the "Knight of the .burn-
ing iJ estle", we find that Good-Wife Nell
"brings her own sweetmeats with her,
sticks of liquorice, sugar-candy and
green ginger; and when they grow thirsty
she sends her husband out for ale, in
which she drinks to the heal th of the
gentlemen beside her."* 4
Dekker' s Gull was advised to play cards before the play
began. Apples and sweet.ueats were hawked through the
crowd, books vere sold, and talking and smoking went on.
.i.fter the trumpet had sounded three times and the "quaking
prologue" had delivered his part, the action of the pjay
began. The actors were more or less hampered by the
presence of gallants on the stage, but more or less quiet
prevailed, and if their play pleased, the actors could
be sure of attention. The play began about 2 o'clock,
lasted about two hours, and was followed by a jig, which
seems to have been a farcical song and dance in which one
or, more persons participated. Titles of some of them give
an idea of their nature and content. In 1592, was regis-
tered a "ples&nt new Jigge of the broomeman", "Master
1 4
'chambers, op .cit.
,
548, note 7
c
Kempes new Jigge of the Kitchen Stuffe Woman" and in 1 595,
"Kempe's new Jigge "betwixt a souldier and a miser and bym
the clown." j.fter trie epilogue was finished and before
the jig begc-n, it was customary to announce the title of
the play next to he performed.
Hissing expressed the audience's displeasure. Bote
the reference to it in Shakespeare's "Midsummer light's
Dream"
:
"Now to 'scape the serpent's tongue
VT
e will make amends ere long."*5
and in "Julius uaesbr"
"If the r^g-tag people did not clap
him and hiss him, according as he pJe&sed
&nd displeased them, as they used to do the
players in Lhe theatre or I am no true man."
W.J, Lawrence points the disapproving audience in far
-
darker colors, and we are al«rmed to read;
"The offending player had to he prepared
to receive if not precisely calvary,
something equally nerve racking. low and
again, and more especially at holiday times
vhen & spirit of riot was in the air, the
'understanding gentlemen of the yard' took
with then into the playhouse a pouchful
of stories, hut if they happened to be remiss
in th&t respect, they were apt in moments
of stern resentment to tear trie loam and
laths from the walls and fling the frag-
ments at the players."^
1 "5Parrott, ed., Shakespea re , 161
iGlbid, 638
'Laurence, op . c it . Getting the Bird"
cr
On the other hand, the "pi audite" of the audience was
freely piven. "e are not sure about the existence of
claques but something of the sort is hinted at in the
following lines from Dekker's " Sat iromaetix"
:
"I can "bring (and that they will
quake at J a prepared troupe of gallants
who for my sake shall distaste every un-
sal ted line in their fly-blown cornedie s. "* e
J-'he famous i, ould-be gallant in Uekicer' s "GulJ's
hornbook*' pives many sidelights on theatre behavior. Cf
course such conduct was not the rule hut the work is a
composite picture of undesirable behavior drawn from many
originals and heightened by the sharp pen of the satirist.
Dekker tells his pupil, first that the theatre is a sort
of oyal Exchange where applause is bartered for words and
where all are free to judge the play as they so desire.
His first aim is to achieve notice:
"It is fit that whom the most tailor's
bills do make room for, tvhen he comes,
should not be, basely like a viol, cased
up m a corner." 13
His seat is to be on the stage, obviously; there his
Persian lock will show to best advantage, he can censure
and obstruct the play without hindrance, attract the at-
1
P
'quoted in Ibid
19Saintsbury, ed., Ill izabethan an d Jacobean
Pamphl ets , 257
<
20
tention of any i'air women present, and be the horror of
the author, who will take him to supper before the play-
in sheer sel f-defense , to prevent his hissing and mewing
throughout its performance. ihere he can readily examine
the costumes of the players, and detract as much attention
as possible from their acting by laughing during tragic
speeches and talking incessantly throughout.
Lioreover, says uekker, he is to enter after the
prologue to avoid the ire of the groundlings, for other-
wise he is "more in danger of being destroyed t.,an admired".
Catcalls and rne^ing can be safely ignored but cries of
"away with the fool'." advise caution and a graceful exit.
If he like the author, but dislike the play, he is to
turn "plain ape"; if he dislike both, he should leave
conspicuously. 1 e are at once reminded, in the conclud-
ing passages, of the Elizabethan habit of commonplace
books, kept by scholar and writer, and apparently by less-
er :;en
. It might well be that some of the more resounding
,
phases or pleasing flights of rhetorical fancy found their
wty into the notebook of some rival playwright seated in
the gallery, as well as into the gull's:
"hoard up the finest playscraps
you can get: upon which your lean
wit may most savourly feed, for want
of other stuff, when the Arcadian and
*
Euphuized gentlewomen have their tonques
sharpened to set upon you; th&t quality
next to your shuttle-cock is the only furn-
iture to a courtier that's hut a ne^ beginner
and is hut in his A E C of c ompl iment
.
W ^Q
This custom of sitting upon the stage became more and
more of a nuisance. The actors objected to perform.ng
in an area the "compare of a cheese trencher" and the
audience resented the obstruction to their view. The gal-
lant vas not a popular person with either spectator or
p 1 ayw right
.
According to modern standards, facilities for the
comfort of the audience "ere not of the best. The open
air structure of the building made exposure to the elements
inevitable, and attendance fell off considerably in the
late fall, but reached a pe;;k in the month of :ay. At
times it must <uve been unpleasantly cold end damp. Spec-
ifications for the fortune and Rose called for gutters to
carry off the rainwater but the yard, at best, could not
have failed to aave been a muddy and sodden place. Even
with a 2 o'clock st-rt, daylight might not have lasted in
the winter months to the end of the performance. Our only
clue as to lighting, appears in a definition irom a i<rench-
.ftnglish dictionary of 1611;
Ibid, °64
(
"A cresset light (such as they use at
playhouses/ made of ropes, wreathed,
pitched, and put into small end open
cages of iron.. "21
frequent stage directions for the use of lamps and t&pers
are for quite another purpose--to give soue illusion of
scenic darkness, rtther than from actual necessity.
as for seating arrangements, the Piatter letter
speaks of cushioned seats. These must have been more
comfortable than iard benches and certainly more desir-
abl e than standing in tue yard. Those who took up their
position upon the stage sat among the rushes with which
the stage was strewn or upon hired stools. Certain of
the more expensive rooms ^vere finished mere comfortably
than others. The .:ensl owe specifications call for the
"gentl emens roomes and Twoe pennie roomes to be seeled
with lathe 1 yme «nd haire." It is no wonder that in later
days the enclosed theatre came into use. .benches in the
pit, comfortable galleries, and opportunities for more
elaborate lighting effects v/ere welcome indeed. The very
psychology of the audience was to undergo a change. The
reception of a play by a seated audience v-ould be far diff-
erent from the response of a restless mob of ''under standing
spectators
.
21 Chambers, op
.
cit
. ,
54o, note 6
((
26
After reading Y.'.J. .Lawrence ' s essay entitled:
"Sleeping at the .flay" it become? apparent that not &11
the audience was so restless, but some succumbed to the
"cushioned seat", the tobacco smoke and the 'after effects
of a hearty dinner. He tells us an anecdote of the "folJy
of a roystering .-an about town, who after imbibing freely
repaired to the Curtain and there fell asleep, only to
discover on coming to his senses that he had been robbed
of all his money". He quotes from the prologues of two
Caroline plays:
".and many gallants hither come, we think
To sleep and to digest their too much drink,
ft nay please them, for we wili not mo J est
With drum and trumpets, any of their rest." 22
and; "Tie ten to one, this play can never please
All that are here: some come to take their
ease
.and sleet) an act or two; but these we fear
We have frightened with our trumpets." 20
The conduct of the Elizabethan audience was not ideal.
Thorndike disposes of it, in two sentences:
"The arrangements for the comfort of the
spectators were meager, and they were
often disorderly"
. .
.and. . "Dis turbances
were not infrequent, which sometimes end-
ed in general riot." 2
Chambers is more specific:
"Plays were not only the occasions for
frays and riots but also brought bad
22
n uojfiayne, The obstinate ^ady, quoted in .Lawrence, op.ei
^ibid, 137" 138 137"
^Thorndike, op.cit., 4o7 , 4o8
t
.
—
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characters together, and were suspected
of affording secret opportunities for the
hatching of sedition. It must "be borne
in mind, that, so far as the external
abuses of theatres go, the complaints
of their bitterest enemies are fairly
well supported by independent evidence.
The presence of iinproper persons in the
audience is amply testified to by the
satirists, and by references in the plays
themselves. Intrigues and other nefar-
ious transactions were carried on there;
and careful mothers such as Lady Bacon,
anxiously entreated their pons to choose
some more salutary neighborhoods lor
their lodgings. borne serious disturb-
ances of the peace, of which the theatres
were the centers will require attention
in the next chapter, while l&wcourts and
other records preserve the memory of both
grave crimes and minor misdemeanors of
which they were the scenes. Like the
bawdy-houses, they appear to have been
at the mercy of the traditional rowdi- n „
ness of the prentices on Shrove Tuesday."
Harbage questions if such harsh comment be really just-
ified. .Beneath the pages of contemporary blasts of
censure, he finds ordinary fears, jealousies, narrowness,
fear of competition and the like. Was the influence of
the theatre on human conduct so evilV Harbage thinks
not. We labor under a burden of reconceived opinion.
About the theatre, and all competed with it, there
clings a decided aura of worldliness and disrespectabil-
ity which still colors moderns' attitudes. Clergymen
watched their congregations flock to the theatre, and
Chambers, The El izabetnan btage
,
I, 264
I(
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hastily denounced their riv?jl . Tradesmen watched the
coins fall into the money "box and were filled with trep-
idation. Puritan magistrates let no opportunity si ip
to fill the records with test iraonial evidence against
this new evil. u.nd yet, the following passage describes,
not a theatre, hut a scene at St. Pauls':
"TThat swearing is there, yea what
swaggering, what facing and out-
facing? What shuffling, what shoulder-
ing, what iustling, what ieering, what
byting of xhumbs to beget quarrels, what
holding up of fingers to remember drunken
meetings, what brauing with feathers,
what bearding with ..ustachios, what cast-
inr open of eloakes to publish new clothes,
what muffling in eloakes to hyde broken
elbows?" 26
Let us examine sone of the events which took place:
"In April, 1622, a fel t-maker8 apprentice,
one John Gill, whiJe sitting on the stage
of the Red Bull Theatre, was accidentally
injured by a sword-thrust from one of the
actors. Gill called upon his brother
apprentices to help him collect damages,
and precipitated a riot."
Harbage looks at the date and answers ..." it is to the
post-Shakespearean years that the complaints, never very
numerous, about bad conduct in the audience mostly belong"
We now read about the sequence after a promised attraction
has failed to materialize:
"..the common people when they saw themselves
deluded, revenged themselves on the hangings,
26 uekker, The Dead Tearme (16u8y, quoted in
o
Harbage, op . c i t . *, 112
27Wright, op. cit., 6ii
(
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curtaines, stooles, walies, and whatsoever
came in theyre way, very outrageously and
made gre-t spoyJe; there was gre'at store
from good corapanie and many nobie men. "28
What has harbage to say to this? He remarks ... "the ingen
ious reader will confess that in the circumstances he
might have go e into action himself."
If any effective means of keeping order existed, no
evidence has shown it. Pickpockets, when apprehended wer&
tied to posts at the front of the stage:
"I remembred one of them to be a noted
Cut-purse, such a one as we tye to a
poast at our stage, for all peopie to
wonder at, when at a play they are taken
pil fring
.
The money gatherers could not have aided in policing the
audience, for when their duties were ended they were
pressed into duty as supernumeraries, o.; the stage. It
has been suggested, by Lawrence that "attendants must
have been placed at frequent intervals to keep each por-
tion of the audience in its place during the performance,
otherwise the Groundlings would lave been unceasing in
their invasion of the higher regions". He does not
seem to consider the possibility of rails or bars to sep-
arate the various sections of the cheatre.
28iietters of J olin Cliamberl a. in
,
quoted in Harbage,
op . cit . , lue
29Kerape, Nine Days Wonde r, quoted in Chambers,
The El izabethan bta£e, II, 545, note 3

What conclusions c;>n "be reached? By modern standards
the behavior of the Elizabethan budience seen 8 almost
inexcusable. ±iy Elizabethan standards, it seems no worse
than behavior ordinarily to be expected when so large a
group of persons congregated. The Elizabethans had a
horror of the power of a mob, and feared large gatherings
of people. They were justified in this. Lhe dangers of
plague infection, the opportunities for crime and dis-
order, and companion evils, were multiplied many times
over at the theatre. ,,r e must not lose Bight of the
main issue. In spite of almost insurmountable opposition,
the development of the -English drama eventually vent for-
ward. The debt we owe this hectic period in stage hist-
ory is a great one, and we moy well grant the Elizabethans
a riot or two in return for the works of Shakespeare!
Now to summarize. It is hard to realize to what a
state 6f development the ingenuity of the playwright bnd
the business sense of the manager had already brought the
theatre, even ut this early date. James Burbage, the
pioneer in such enterprise had not only planned a suitable
structure, superior to the inn-yards, given it a name
by which future generations have termed all others of its
kind, but possessed the insight to note the popular taste
<(
for the pi by bnd took steps to capi^talize on this pleasure.
It is disillusioning to the romantic seeker after the de-
lights of literature, to realize that Purbage and the others
had no dream of a five-foot shelf of Shakespeare beneath
a marble bust of the poet, nor a writeup in the Cambridge
History of English literature. sthetic pleasure in a
well turned phrase, a beautiful i ine of poetry, the por-
trayal of the rise and fail of a powerful character
all these are ours as the result of the labors of these
great El izabethans, but the sordid hand of commercial
gain blights any mistaken conception of their original
motives in creation. Possessed of some means of advert-
ising, a system of admission which proved tenable and prof-
itable if a money gatherer of even fair integrity could be
found, and a suitable building, the Elizabethan stage man-
ager had the essentials of his business. Perhaps as he
looked out at his audience before the play began, the
sight that met his eyes would be much like the one we find
described in this speech from the ''Roaring Girl":
"Nay when you look into my galleries,
How bravely they're trimmed up, you ail
shaj 1
You're highly pleas' d to see -hat's set
down there:
Stories of men and women, mix'd together,
.pair ones with foul, like sunshine in
wet weather;

Within one square a thousand heads are laid,
bo close that all of heads the room seems
made
:
As many faces there, fill'd with blithe looks
Shew like the promising titles of new hooks
Writ .nerrily, the readers being their own
eyes,
Which seem to move and to give plaudites,
And nere and there, v/hilst with obsequious
ears,
Throng' d heaps do listen, a cut-purse thrusts
and leers
With hawk's eyes for his orey; I need not
shen' him;
By a hanging , villainous look yourselves may
know him,
The face is drawn so rarely: then, sir, below,
The very floor, as 't were, --aves to and fro,
And like a floating island, seems to movg
Upon a sea bound in with shores above."
30L£iddleton, The Roaring Girl
, (1604-1610),
quoted inliarbage, op_. cit
. ,
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III. Social Composition of the audience
Concerning the elements of society that made up the
playhouse audience, many questions come to mind, ^as the
audience, as a group, young or old? Was it an assembly
entirely masculine in character? Were they poor folks or
well-to-do? What occupational groups took precedence
over other groups? What means of earning a livelihood
did they follow? In short, who were they' Before at-
tempting to establish the predominant social status of
the playgoer, let us examine the population of the city
of London, as a whole.
Some idea of the importance and size of the city may
"be seen in comparing its estimated population of 16u,000
persons at the opening of the 17th century, to the
4,460,000 population of England, as a whol e . The city's
population had increased from 93,276 in 1553 to about
272,207 by 1622 and 339,824 by 1634. Together with the
growth of the public playhouse, came the growth of the
city, nearly quadrupling itself in a span of seventy years
^ith the increase in population came an increase in pros-
perity, o ©amerce, industry, affluence, and importance,
since the fall of Antwerp, and the decline of Venice and
Genoa, London had become the first city of -Europe. The
city attracted the nobility, since it was the site of the
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court, and to serve the needs of royalty and her favorites
came .aany tradesmen and craftsmen. Londoners were proud
of their city, ond described it in glowing terms. Typical
were the remarks of Thomas Gainford in the "Glory of Eng-
land" (1618;:
"Instead of a beastly towne and dirty
streets, you haue in .London those that be
faire, beautiful!, and Jeanij kept: instead
of foggy mists ^nd clouds; ill ;.ir, flat sit-
uation, miry springs, and a kind of staining
cl«y, you haue in London a sunne- shining and
serene element for the most part, a wholesome
dwelling, stately ascension, and delicate pros-
pect; instead of a shallow, narrow, and some-
times dangerous riuer, bringing onely barges
and boats T-'ith wood, coale, turff, t>nd such
country provision: you haue at London a riuer
flowing twenty feet, and full of stately ships,
thot flie to vs with marcnandise from ail the
ports of the world, the sight yeelding aston-
ishment, ond vs perpetuall comfort."
Note the varied and cheap forms of amusement:
w
*'or with vs our riding of horses, musique,
learning of all arts and bciences, dancing,
fencing, seeing of c aminedie 8 or interludes,
banquets, masques, mummeries, turnaiments,
shewes, lotteries, feasts, ordinarie meetings,
and ail the particulars of man's Inuention to
satiate delight, are easie expenses, and a
little iudge^ent with experience will manage
a very meane estate to wade through the cur-
rent of pleasure, although it run to vol upt-
uousnesse."
Craftsmen and tradesmen soon outnumbered all other groups.
jl Gbinsforo, The Gl ory of Engl and [1618/
quoted in "'right, op_. 2 it .
,
39, 40
I(
An indication of this jredomiribnce is seen in examining
the list of the subscribers to the East India company in
1617, including "15 dukes and earls, 15 countesses and
other titled ladies, 82 knights, 18 widows ^nd maiden
l&dies, 26 clergymen and physicians, 513 merchants, 21
4
tradesmen, 25 merchant str-ngers, and 248 without design-
ation." The motives of the tradesmen and craftsmen in
coming to .London were "both economic and visionary. They
dreamed of wealth, of "becoming ^ord .i^yor, of achieving
tne right to a coat of arm*. JL.ike -^ick Whittington, they
believed the streets were paved with good. ifrom William
Harrison's "Description of England" (1577/ comes the ex-
pression of every craftsman's desire:
"
. . Unen; do come to great welth, insomuch
that manie of them are able and doo buie
tne lands ol unthriftie gentlemen, and
often setting their sons to the school es,
to tne vniuersities, and to the Ins of the
court; or otherwise leauing them sulficient
lands wnereupon they may liue without labour,
doo maks them by those means to become gentle-
men. "32
Harbage has made an analysis of a muster roil of 1608,
classifying the status of those listed;
"Gentry, professional men and officials 6.3/2
Dealers and retailers 19.3,t
Craftsmen 52. Q#
quoted in Wright, op . c i
t
.
, 24
ii
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Laborer?, carriers, etc.
Servants bnd raiscel 1 tneoup 7 # 4-^"
A he muster roll applies to the towns of Gloucester, Tewkes-
bury and Cirencester, but the .distribution for the city
of .uondon must have been very similar. Elizabethan -ftngltndl
peopled with lords and ladies of the court, c.nd gallant
gentlemen sweeping their velvet cloaks in the path of
royalty, with now and then an intrigue or two to add spice
to daily existence, is an erroneous conception. *he com-
mon man, who conbed «nd spun the -ool , weve and dyed the
cloth, fashioned the shoes, gloves, and other articles of
apparel, ^nd Bade the wheels of daily living turn merrily
to satisfy the desires of his more fastidious neighbors,
was more in evidence. Tile bulk of -ondon' s population
in Elizabethan days belonged to this huge middle class
society. It was, in turn, this middle class that freq-
uented the playhouses, craftsmen, tradesmen, and their
apprentices made up the majority of the audience, with a
sprinkling of representatives fron the higher classes of
society. '1'he student, who often was the son of some
prosperous middle-class nan, was another element in the
audience. .But then, after all, the numbers of his rank
are not high enough to enable him to displace the crafts-
man, harbage says that in 1574 " there wert 593 students
33,Tawney, and Tawney, "An Occupational Census
of the 1 V th Century "
,
quoted in Harbage, op
.
Cit., 54
I4
in the lour Inns, in addition to the 51 benchers and 125
utter "barrister?." They must hare been easily outnumbered
by their youthful c ont emporarie s , the apprentices of .London,
ten to one
.
The apprentices have enjoyed their due phare of men-
tion in the annuls of Elizabethan literature. References
are countless, ...n anonymous bai lad writer starts his
praise with these 1 ines:
"The prentices of London long
Have famous been in story,
But now they are exceeding ail
Their chronicles of glory. "^
A rather strong picture of the apprentice is drawn in a
paragraph from the dispatches of the Venetian Embassy at
the "ourt of hing James, 1617, and 16i8:-
"The little devils ore the apprentices,
alit.s shopboys, who, on two days of the
year, which prove fatal to them, shrove
Tuesday ;.,nd the first of :~ay, are so riot-
ous r.nd outrageous, that in a body three
or four thousand strong, they go commit-
ing excesses in every direction, killing
human beings and demolishing houses."
Perhaps such excesses of conduct were the reaction to the
strict control exercised over the apprentices by their mas-
ters, A customary period of apprenticeship was between the
A Bal 1 ad in r raj s e of ^ondon -rent ices
,
c.nd
What ?phey_ -~>id at the C ockpit Playhouse
,
shrove
TuesV
,
1617
,
quoted in bright", op. c it 7, 27
35quoted in Garbage, ojd. cit
.
,
£1, 82
i
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years of 17 and H4, and with limited pocket money, the
penny admission to the the&tre would he the most satis-
factory inexpensive amusement open to them. These young
men were often of good family, and had usually to satisfy
some property or educational requirements, before enter-
ing into apprenticeship. The opportunity to he hound over
to the service of a skilled workman was regarded as a piece
of good fortune. *hey were a proud group of youths, jetl -
ous of ;,ny si ights on their social status by any haughty
serving man of the Court. When such antipathy was fanned
and incited, it soon developed into open trouble. The
advantages of a riot to a certain type of petty thief,
are obvious. After eventual quiet was restored, members
of either faction might find themselves missing purees,
cloaks or hats. .Note the observations of uhettle in "Kind-
Hart Dream" ( 1592;
:
"The beginners are neither gentlemen,
nor citizens, nor any of both, their
servants, but some lewd mates that long
for inovation; c-nd when they see advantage
th;-t either Seruing men or apprentises
are most in number, they vill be of either
side, though indeed they are of no side,
but men beside all honestie, willing to make
boote of cloakes, hats, purses, or what euer
they can lay holde on in a hurley hurley. These
are the common c&users of discord in puViike
places. If otherwise it happen [as it sel-
dom ioth; th&t any quarrel be between nan
((
and man, it is so fs>r from manhood to
make so publike a place their field to
fight in; no men will doe it, but cowardes
that would fa ine be parted* or have hope
to haue ra&nie partakers .
"
The diporderl iness attributed to the apprentice was de-
liberately incited, in this case, ind may hare been over-
estimated when his merits as a spectator are discussed.
The audience is custb ,arily ac^umed to have been al-
most entirely masculine. ^or this we have the statement
of Thorndike:
"In the early days the audience was
distinctly ina.scui ine , and there were
few women and no young girls."™
imd
:
"The Elizabethan drama is, in comparison
"'ith that ;;f later periods, a very raas-
cul ine affair.
"
3e
The question crises as to what extent this is another of
the preconceived notions coloring accounts of the Eliz-
abethan theatre. Chambers modifies it:
n-Lhe galleries were full of light women,
who found them a profitable haunt, but
whose presence did not altogether prevent
that of ladies of position, probably in
the private rooms and possibly masked."
Women belonging to the great middle class society, v?hich
we have seen, made up the bulk of the company, f*re not
^quoted in Harbage, op_. cit
.
, 1 u2
^Thorndike, op
.
cit ., 409
Ibid
,
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mentioned. There is pi enty of evidence of the presence of
the "1 ighter sort" and we can add to this category the
"ladies of position". surely, their presence is undeniable
The "stranger" class of society, visiting merchant a and
travellers who wrote such careful accounts of the play-
houses in their diaries and 1 etters , must have sometimes
brought their wives to the theatre. visiting dignitaries,
gentlemen of the foreign embassies, -nay have included the
ladies of thej|? families in their t:eatre parties. con-
cerning women of "Goodwife Cell's" station in life, no ev-
idence appears. We know from the "Knight of the .burning
Pestle" that she was no novice at theatre parties, but
after allowing for satirical treatment of the middle class
in the play, we cannot be sure how often she had actually
attended. Such references as the following:
"Fit for ladies: some for lords, knights,
squires,
Some for your waiting wench, and city-wires,
Some for your men and daughter? of 1 hi t efriar s .
"
40
and:
"The wise, and many headed Bench, that sits,
Upon the i-.ife and Death of plays, and '"its,
compos' d o £ Gamester, Captain, Knight, Knight's
man
,
Lady or Pusill that wears mask or fan,
Velvet or Taffeta cap, rank'd in the dark
^'ith the shop's foreman, or ?orae such brave
spark
.
." 41
40 T
41 Jonson, Epicoene , '1609; quoted in Garbage, op . ait .56
Jonson, commendatory verses to the Paithful Shepherd -
pas, qimt.Pd nVia^Prs, op . C i t ,
,
fifi.^ nTitTT ' '—

refer "but sketchily to the presence of women. Harhaga
m&kee a valiant effort to prove that she was there. He
cites an example of purse-stealing at the play, in which
& young woman took part, supposedly to receive the stoi en
goods as inconspicuously as possible. The purse was cut,
and was passed to her, but since " a merriment was then
on the stage.. .she..g<>ve no regard." Obviously, argues
Harbage, her efficiency as a confederate in purse steal-
ing was nil, had there been re other women standing in the
pit to cover her deed. This evidence is rather circum-
vert. V'e may conclude th-^t the audience was made up of
both men and women, rather more of the latter than we
have been accustomed to suppose. If such disturbances sf
those cited in connection with the apprentices were fre-
quent, it would seem that the pit, or even the gallery
was no place for a woman unless she were singularly hoi-dyi
Some of the other questions can not be solved. It
may be of interest now to assemble some of the "type char-
acters" who regularly patronized the playhouse. °uch
portraits are often caricstures, overdrawn, harsh, and mis-
leading. Eearing this in mind, let us take any available
information for what it is .worth. The "types" have been
collected by Muriel Clare -Byrne in her essay on Shake speari
I
audience. I am surprised to note that she gives us no
*
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picture of the student, who vss i- decidedly important mem-
ber of the group. Nut-cracking seem? to have been his
special propensity, indulged in "by theatre-goers to such
an extent that Lawrence gives the title "'i'hese Nut-C reck-
ing Elizabethans" to one of his ess?ys. Other sources
give the penny gallery as his usual choice of location.
His economic status would "be higher than that of the ap-
prentice. Garbage describes him as a "we il born, affluent,
university educated young man in his twenties" but imrned -
iately spoils the ideality of this description by quoting
the following reference:
"Publius, student at the Common law
Cft leaves his books and for his recreation
To ^aris-garden doth himsel f e withdrawe,
"here be is rauished with sunh delectation
As downe among the be<res or dogges he goes,
vhere, whilst he skypping cries 'to head, to
head!"
liis sattin doublet and his velvet hose
.are all with spittle from above bespread." 42
He possessed leisure, enthusiasm, and some economic in-
dependence. 'x'hese three qualities would make the public
playhouse a logical resort for him and his fellows.
jJekker' s Gull is a familiar figure. bo is that
of the apprent ice . . . " the youths th«.t thunder at a play-
house and fight for bitten apples". Not so well known
42i.'avies, In P ubl ium
,
Epigram Ho. 43, quoted
by Harbage, op_. cit
.
, 81
I
is Henry Pitzgeff rey T s traveller, ^ir II and Hunt, describe*
in hi? " xhird Eook of Humours: Intituled ^otes from Black-
dryers." On this intrepid traveller's most recent journ-
ey, he has acquired as a souvenir from Jerusalem, a frag-
ment of Jacob's Ladder. The same satirist pictures Cap-
tain i.&rtio, & military m^n, a "^heap side dame" and this
fashionable cre;-ture:
"His boots speakes Spanish to his Scottish spurres,
His sute cut PrenchJy, round bestucke with Hurres,
Pure Holland is his shirt, which proudly fair,
Seems to out-face his Doublet everywhere ." 43
rnnong the spectators he sees a "spruce coxcomb" who has
fitted up his tobacco box and watchlid with a tiny looking
glass, into which he anxiously peers, the better to see:
"How his Hand jumpeth with his Heccadilly,
Y'hether his H; : nd strings balance equally,
Which way his feather wags." 4
x-.s Pit zgeil rey looks about the playhouse, we are surprised
to read:
"How w-r? defend vs'. Seest thou who comes yonder?
Monstrous! A Woman of the I.asauline Gender'. " 4^
The mannish woman had come in for her share of satire.
Beaumont's portrait of the citizen, his wife, and
his apprentice, as they appear in the "hnight of the
43in Hyrne, " bh;;kes:<ec.re' s Audience
, from " A Ser ie s
of Papers on Shakesp e a re and the Theatre*, 1.89
44 1 bid, 189
45 quoted in Wright, op . cit
.
,
492
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Purning Pestle" is certainly a caricature. The most kindly
is that of Goodwife Hell, who expostul ates over the smell
of the tobacco smoke, admires the dancing "between fche acts,
sends Ralph, first, licorice, and then, sugar candy, and
advises distress He rrythought of a cure for chilblains:
"Faith, and those chilblains are a foul trouble.,
distress lie rrythought , when your youth comes
home, let him rub all the soles of his feet, and
the heels, and his ankles, with a mouse skin;
or if hone of your people can.catch a mouse,
when he goest to bed let him roll his feet in
the warm embers and, I warrant you, he shall be
wel I--" 46
George and Hell interrupt many, many times throughout the
action of the play. Aheir remarks indicate many of the
tastes of the middle class audience and give many side-
lights on Elizabethan life. Kalph, with his taste for
heroics, is satirized somewhat in the manner of Cervantes'
,,1Jon Quixote". Picture the grocer who would say to his
assistant
:
"My beloved squire, and George my dwarf,
i charge you that from henceforth you never
call, me by any other name but the right court-
eous and valiant Knight of the -burning Pestle;
and that you never c; ; l J any female by the name
of "woman or wench, but "fair lady" if she have
her desires, if not "distressed damsel"; that
you call all f o r e s t and heaths, deserts, and
all horses, palfreys."
It is no wonder that the play was not popular with the
middle classes, although when revived at a later date,
46
°pencer, ed.
,
op
.
c i t .
,
779
4
'lbid, 765
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it proved successful.
having gained some picture of the audience, itself,
we mtiy well now turn to their ta?tes and preferences and
determine to the best of our ability what demands they
m&de upon the dramatists, -"-s we do so the comments of
George and •'•"ell becoae clearer, we can picture the ap-
prentices and students clamoring for some favorite play,
and v;e can hear them applaud some favorite actor. The
differences between ourselves and the Elizabethans will
become mere apparent, and our knowledge of the Elizabethan
playgoer more complete.
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IV. Tastes and -^references of the Audience
"What kinds of plays did the LI i za.be than prefer? From
the "Knight of the Burning Pestle" we hc.ve this expression
of opinion;
"..What need you study for new subjects
purposely to abuse your betters? V?hy
could not you be contented, as well as
others with The Legend of Whittington, or
the Life and Death of Thomas Gresham, with
the Building of the Roy* 1 Exchange*? Or the
story of Q,ueene lienor, with the Rearing
of ^ondon Brige upon Wool-sakeeY"
From ^enslove's diary we find evidence as to the relative
popularity of certain plays, reflected in. the totals of
gallery receipts. Other factors, such as weather, compet-
ition, etc., necessarily influence these figures and their
value as an index to popular taste diminishes accordingly,
.tf'rora Edmund Gayton in "Plessante I!otes upon Don Quixote"
more indications of popular taste appear*.
"Uen come not to study at a playhouse,
but love such capacities .. .To them bring
Jack Drumm's entertainments , Green's Tu
Q,uoque, the Devil of Ldmunton and the like;
or if it be on iiolydeys, when Bayton 1 s
Watermen, Shoomakers, Butchers, and ap-
prentices are st leisure, then it is good
policy tc amaze those violent spirits with
some tearing tragedy full of fight and
skirmishes as the Guelphs and Guiblins,
Greeks and Trogens, or the Three London
Apprentices which commonly end? in six
acts, the spectbtors frequently mounting
the stage and in making a more bloody
48 Ibid, 759, 760

catastrophe among themselves, than
the players did. I have known upon one
of these .festivals, "but especially at
shrove i ide, where the players have
"been appointed not withstanding their
hills to the contrary, to act what the
.ajority of the company had a mind to;
pometimes Tamerl a. ine , sometimes J ugurth ,
sometimes the J ew of -i^al ta , and sometimes
parts of all these, and, at last, none of
the three talcing, they were forced to un-
dresse and put off their tragic habits,
and conclude the day with the Merry Milk-
maids
.
And unless this were done, and
the popular humor satisfied, as sometimes
it so fortun'd, that the players were ref-
ractory; the benches, the tiles, the laths,
the stones, oranges, apples, nuts, flew
about most liberally, and as t;iere were
mechankicks of all professions, who fell
every one to his trade, and dissolved a
house in an instant, and made a ruin of a
stately Patrick ." 49
Imagination can create the scene, perhaps a bit over-
colored by the commentator.
The preferences of the middle class audience can
thus be estimated with fair success. 'i'he theatre as a
medium of escape from humdrum reality, from hunger, fat-
igue, boredom, and the like, was coming into its own.
"There is no frigate like a book," said Erai'ly Dickinson.
The Elizabethan apprentice could not always turn to the
printed page; his journeys into the realms of fancy were
launched through the gate of the public playhouse. *his
49 quoted in Lawrence
,
op . ci
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ability to transfix and delight, the very "sine qua non"
of the stage, is beautifully illustrated in lines from
Elliottt Merrick's "Northern Hurse . The Labrador fisher-
folk are gathered to hear c>n amateur production of ',x he
birds' Christmas uarol." Jf«K of them have seen a pJay:
"If real trt produces enchantment , lifts
people out of themselves and tnalcee them
forget their own names, then for the time
being we were artists. The attention of
the audience was so fixed, so intense and
focused with, concentrated power, it was
tangible. when the end approached, we felt
sad to know the final curtain would break
that solid link between us and the audience,
as you might break a bar of transparent ice."^
'•^'he Elizabethans demanded stronger fare than their .aab-
rador descendants, but t ie «ame del ight in vicarious ex-
perience endeared the theatre to them, .add to this an
insatiate curiosity, a keen interest in the world about
them, a patriotic love of England; and the wide range
of dramatic fare that was grist for their mill is not to
be Y;ondered at.
Plays of noisy action, and knightly adventure; plays
dealing with the strange and wonderful
;
tragedies of blood
and impassioned oratory; pi «ys depicting the i ife of the
citizenry, and historical plays of all types make only a
50Merrick, n orthem nurse , 165

partial list of favorite types. Ahe preferences of the
JDl izabethan reading public have been classified by subjects
on a percentage basis, soraevhat as follows:
True, not al 1 the audience were readers, but these per-
centages may serve to show the popular interest in history
which was to be reflected in ,he drama. *hia interest took
several directions. One type, under the classification of
the historical play, was the chronicle. The glory of Eng-
land, her prowess on the seas, and her great rulers were
favorite subjects with the Elizabethans. Wright remarks
that it was not mere ciiance that n&de bhakespeare found
more than a third of his plays on the English chronicles,
-ore pseudo-historical, than historical, was the play that
fulfilled the demands met today by the tabloid newspaper.
Accounts of domestic tragediee, murders, robberies, des-
criptions of contemporary events, thinly veiled under the
guise of fiction, were popular themes for plays. such a
play as "a Warning for Jfair Women" ( 1599; ... "containing
the most tragical! and lamentable murther of Master George
banders of London, Marchant, nigh shooter* s a ill--u onsented
tiHistory and heraldry 33/2
Kel igion 30£
Literature 18%
Science ll/o
Other subjects 8$
51Wi] J oughby, a Printer of bhake spear e , 186
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unto by his owne wife, acted "by M . Browne, iviistres Drwry,
and Trusty Roger, agents therein, with their severs]! ends,
was typical.
Plays of action ard knightly adventure were always
favorites. Two, "Common Conditions" (prior to 1570; and
"Sir Clyomen and t>ir Clemydes" (1570-1584; are examples
of this type, '^'he theme of the latter is not unlike that
of i.riosto's "OrJando ^urioso"
.
Before the fair JuJitna
can he won, a dragon r.,ust 're slain, who dwells in the U'or-
est of marvels. In "Common Conditions" Lamphedon searches
for Clarissa through Arabia, Phrygia, Thrace and the Isle
of Lie r ofus. The complexity of the plot is made further
involved through the trickery and machinations of the clown
The ^urioso story with its desperate lover, sea monster,
magic ring and shield was prime material for a play. It
was dramatised "by Greene (c. 1591; and sold to the Queen's
Men for twenty nohles. its soon as the latter company was
touring the country, Greene with more "business acumen than
ethical practice immediately resold it to the ^-drniral's
lien, "for as much more" .
The play of citizen life in which the craftsman and
artisan play the hero, must not be overlooked. Dekker'
s

"The shoemaker' s Holiday" (1 599; is an example of these.
One that must certainly htve been popular was "The Life
and Death of Jack Straw". The hero is William Walmotath,
e fishmonger, and Lord Liayor, rho succeeds in gathering a
"band of loyal [Englishmen and quelling a rebellion. He slay
the traitor, Jack Stray;, and to perpetuate the deed, the
king places the weapon in the city arms. Another play in
Which the artisan rises to fame through "brave deeds of pat-
riotism is Richard Johnson s "Nine "orthies of London"
(1592;. Eight of the heroes are mediaeval craftsmen. A
collier of Newcastle is the hero of the "1 eve-Sick King"
(1605;. Grim, the collier, leads tn army of his own work-
men to capture King Canute. Thus, the "brave .Newcastle
colliers set LngJ and free. -Dramatists who drew sympathetic
pictures cf the 1 ife of the craftsman, and avoided "bitter
satire at the expense cf the artisan, enjoyed popular suc-
cess. A picture such as that presented in I'iddleton's
"Micaelmas Term" (1607 J was too unflattering a portrtit,
accusing the tradesman of cheating devices in displaying
hie merchandise, usury, materialism, indifference to fam-
ily ties, suspicion ol his wife, and too great a love of
worldly honor, wealth a.nd land. The cnief figure in the
play is Quoraodo, the draper, who darkens his shop to con-
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ceal flaws in his goods and blames the leather. I T e has
two clerks, Shortyard end FaX se Ligjit, and he directs them
to:
"Go make my coarse commodities look sleek.
^
. .
.with subtle art beguile the honeste eye."
Such satirical treatment of the tradesman may have found
favor with spectators at court performances , but seldom
at the public playhouses.
If it is possible to determine, even sketchily, what
the prevailing types of popular Elizabethan ploys were,
it ought to be equally possible to determine the best J iked
dramatists. 'x'hat "hakespeare was popular among all classee
is generally stated. From the lines of Leonard Digges in
the First Folio:
"So have I seene , when Cesar v?ould eppeare,
And on the stage at halfe- sword parley were,
Frutus and Cassius; oh how the Audience,
Were ravish' d, with what wonder they went
thence
,
When some new day they would not brook a line,
Of tedious (though well labored; Ca.talines;
Bejanus too was irkesome, they priz'd uore
Honest Iago cr the jealous i.oore.
And though the ifox and subtil 1 Alchemist
Long intermitted could not quite be mist,
Though these have sham'd the Ancients and
might raise,
Their Authours merit with a Crowne of Ba.yes,
quoted in U .¥. Camp, The Art isan in Elizabethan
h iterature

Yet these sometime?, even at a friend's desire
Acted, have scarce defraied the Seacoale fire
And doore-keepers
; when let but Pal staffe come,
Hal, Poines, the rest, you scarce shall htve
a roome
All is so pester' d; let but Beatrice
And Eenedick be seene, 1 oe in e trice
The Cockpit Galleries, Poxes ail are full
To heare Halvolio, that crosse-ga.rter ' d Gull." 00
Excluding, then, Shakespeare irom our discussion, let us
see what other -Elizabethans found ftivor with the public.
Examining the titles of fifteen plays, for which receipts
were given in Henslowe's Diary, end which are tabulated by
Harbage , the highest totals go to Kyd's "Spanish Tragedy",
Marlowe's "Jew of Malta", "Tamburl aine" , and "Paustus", and
to Robert Greene's "Battle of alcazar". These plays bear
out what we would expect prevailing taste to accept. The
robust passion of the "Spanish Tragedy", filled with action
and revenge, woul d be sure to appeal. Marlowe's mighty
line, occasional superbly beautiful poetry and hero-villain
such as the mighty Tainbur 1 a ine , find favor with modern
readers as well as with their contemporary auditors.
What of Ben Jonson, uekxer, ney»Tood, Beaumont and
.b'letcher, v.'ebster, and the other writers for the stage?
Digges, commendatory verses to the jrirst
uoiio, quoted in narbage", op~ cTTT,~5T5
50
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^arlowe and Kyd stood high in public favor, i^en Jonson
was successful when he avoided an overdose of the hitter
satire to which he was ad icted. some of his comedies were
extremely popular. "Volp.ne" (1616; , "The Alchemist"
(1610; and "Bartholomew *'air" (l 61 4; received great appiouse.
The play "Vol pone" was performed by Shakespeare' s own com-
pany. The story of the greedy, fox- like, and tricky vol-
pone was no mere tirade against men's follies or weaknesses,
"but a savage attack on the baseness of human nature in gen-
eral. The ending of the play would satisfy the most de-
manding member of the audience. volpone's goods and for-
tune, after so many tricks bnd efforts to augment them are
forfeited to a hospital, ne
,
himself, is to be imprison-
ed in chains; his follower, Liosca., is to live in the stocks
perpetually; and the others involved in the trickery and
fraud, are rewarded with equally suitable punishments. The
short-comings of mankind, herein satirized, are those that
the middle class spectator would join in condemning. This
is true, also of the "Alchemist". The substitution for
h&rd work of p seudo- sc ience and magic is the particular foil
Jonson derides in the latter, nis moral purpose is stated
in the Prol ogue:
"Though this pen
Did never aim to grieve, but better men
y
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ne hope? to find no spirit so much dise; s'd
But will with such fair correctives "be piers'
d
Por here he doth riot fear who can apply.
If there be any that -"'ill sit so nigh
Unto the stream, to look what it doth run,
i'hey shall find things, they'd think, or rish
were done;
They are ?o natural follies, but so shown,
5^
as even the doers may see, and yet not own."
The play is an excellent example of Jonson's particular
type of comedy. The rogues, fakirs, alchemists, alstrol-
ogers, and cheats who speak their parts upon the stage
would have delighted the Londoners whs recognized their
JD1 izabe than counterparts in St . Paul's and at the coffee
houses. Of the three, "Bartholomew i?'air" was the most
popular, although it was necessary to withdraw the play
about 1620 because of the intensity of Puritan feeling, soon
to culminate in the closing of the theatre.
Wright offers the suggestion that, on the whole, the
satirical play demands a more sophisticated audience to best
appreciate it, and suggests this as the reason for the un-
popularity of satirists as .beaumont and Fletcher, iuiddl eton,
and iirorae with middle class spectators. This is doubtless,
true, but if the satire were not aimed at them as members
° Spencer, ed., op . cit., 355

of an inferior class of society, the middle class Elizab-
ethans do not seera to have objected. ulass pride, rather
than lack of sophistication, appears to explain the dis-
tinction here. It also brings out the point that what ap-
pealed to the court did not necessarily appeal to the town.
As the English drama continues to develop in this period,
the gulf grows steadily wider. Beaumont and Fletcher ex-
celled in the language of gentle . en, in wit and repartee.
Their plays were popular at court. v'e have already seen
how unpopul ar i.-iddl eton' s "Llidaelrnas Term", with its deceit-
ful draper would be with the average tradesman. The sat-
irical writers succeeded in winning the popular fancy, only
if they took care to satirize those traits undesirable in
mankind in general, and not pertinent only to middle class
society.
We have seen how successful Shakespeare, Kyd, Mar-
lowe, and at times, ben Jonson, were. Two other great
Elizabethan playwrights who deserve more detailed attention
as proponents of the middle class are uekker and Heywood.
Dekker with his eye for realism, end experience as writer
of Lord Mayor pageants, wrote many popular plays. "The
Shoemaker's Holiday" (1599/ opens with courteous and formal
thanks of the Ear] of .Lincoln to the Lord Mayor, an immed-

iate appeal to the interest of the citizenry. At once the
sympathy of the middle class is won when the Hayor discusses
t e 1 ove of Rose for .Lacy:
"Too mean is my poor girl for his high
birth
;
Poor citizens must not with courtiers wed,
vrho will in silk and gay apparel spend
uore in one year, than I am worth, by far;" 5 °
i'ride in her husband's fine appearance in the velvet coot
and gown of an alderman, makes Margery exclaim*.
WjJ
'ine? By my troth, sweetheart very fine.
ay my troth, I never lik'd thee so wel l
in my life, sweetheart; but let that
pass. i warrant there be many women in
the city have not such handsome husbands
but only for their apparel; but let that
pass, too. "56
v,
e can well imagine the pleasure of the attentive crafts-
man as he hears Jfirk question the disguised .Lacy:
"And hark you, skoraaker, have you all
your tools, a good rubbing-pin, t good
stopper, a good dresser, your four sorts
of awls, and your t^@ balls of wax, your
paring knife, your hand and thumb leathers,
and good St. Hugh's bones to smooth up
your n'orkY"
Pleasure in such realistic depiction of the life of c-.
follower of the "gentle craft" would be increased as the
plot unfolded, and jolly £>imon Eyre becomes Mayor of
.London:
rptid, 634
;° Ibid
,
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"By the .Lord of .budgate, its a mad
life to be a Lord . ;,yor; its a stir-
ring life, a fine life. Well, bimon
-^yre, yet et a pood face on it in the
honor of St . Hugh, soft, the i^ing comes
this dby to dine -with rae , to see my new
bui] dings; his majesty is welcome; he
shall have good cheer, princely cheer. This
day my fellow apprentice? of .London come
to dine with me too; they shkll have cheer,
gentlemanlike cheer."
The honor of the gentle craft is established, the lovers
have been united i,nd the audience is well pleased. This is
one of the earliest and best of uek^er's pl^ys. Another
work, often considered his finest, was "The Honest r.'hore"
(in two parts, I and II, 16u4,16oOy. candido, the patient
man is a member of the middle class, a 1 inen drhper, by
trade, and numerous scenes are It id in his shop. Doubtless,
to the great delight of their compeers in the audience,
so.ne typical apprentices appear to attack Jtrastigo. The
cry "'Sfoot! clubs! clubs', clubs'. Prentices down with
'em'." is heard. Other instances in the action of the pJay
reveal Dekicer' s familiarity with middle-cl o ss life. Act v,
sc 2 (part Ij offers an opportunity to display "madness"
when (jandido is tbken to uethlem. ^he actions of the in-
sane and demented were a delight to Elizabethan audiences,
who regarded them as rightful sources of entertainment
.
Ibid, 658

If the complexity of the plot had otherwise escaped the
groundl ing, this scene would regain his renewed ;-nd un-
divided attention:
"We have here some,
bo apish and' fantastic, play with a feather
>*nd though it would grieve a soul to see
God's image
bo "blemish' d arid defac'd, yet do they act
bucn antic and such pretty lunacies,
That spite of sorrow they will make you smile."
The public did not care for Dekker' s more satirical type
of play as "Westward no'." in which he collaborates with
Yebster. Spencer's editorial note to the "Honest whore"
(part I; shows the results of forsaking the older type of
play:
"Dekrer, though he 1 ived for a quarter of
a century after he wrote 'The nonest Vhore'
led the miserable existence of a hack, always
dogged by debt and sometimes imprisoned for
it, a.d lending his genius out, in collab-
oration with a dozen dramatists who were no
such poets at heart as he."°°
uekker, then belongs well near the top of the ladder
of theatrical popularity. To ueywood we may, particularly
if we accept the estimation of .Louis B. Wright, ascribe
an even loftier position, placing him next to Shakespeare
in the acclaim of the common<-.l ity. ur Wright's enthusiasm
for middle class culture and ideals arouses in him an
^?lbid, 7U6
TBTa, 668

especial appreciation of neywood;
"Hot even .uekker so completely understood
so many different types of trade si ol ks.
..erchants, trader, s innkeepers (both male
and female; sea captains, tanners, gold-
smiths, artisans of all descriptions, ap-
prentices in ony number of trades, all find
theatrical articulation in neywood. Always
these persons of the dra;aa speak the stine
sentiments which their class spoke in JDliz-
abetuan England, and are still, speaking the
world over. "61
Let us examine the pages of one of ^eywood's best known
plays, "a T r o oan ail 1 ed with kindness" (1607/ and see to
what estent this is true. In perfect accordance with
Elizabethan ideals of conduct for the wife, ^nne , bride
of l^rt-n cf ord
,
says early in the play:
"I would your praise could find a fitter theme
Than ray imperfect beauty to speak on!
Such as they be, if they my husband please,
They suffice me, now I am married.
His sweet content is like a flatt'ring glass,
To raarce my face seem fairer to mine eye;
.But the J east wrinkle from his stormy brow
Will blast the roses in my cheeks that grow." 62
^ir Charles ^ountford's throes of consc ience- stricken grief
would please the most pious spectator:
"Forgive me, God. 'Twas in the heat of
bl ood
,
And anger quite removes me from myself,
It was not I, but rage, did this Tile murder;
Yet I, and not my rage must answer it.
fright, 0£. cit . , 637
Spencer, ed., o£. cit., 6o2

I am left alone with sorrow dumb,
u.nd in my height of conquest overcome."
We have a delightful example of an aside, addressed to the
audience in Jenkin's speech:
(to the audience j "You may see, my
masters though it he afternoon with
you, 'tis "but early days with us, for
we have not din'd yet. Stay a little;
I'll "but go i n and help to hear up the .
first course, and come to you presently."
By this time the complications of the double plot would
have aroused interest and speculation. Anne, the ideal
wife in ;.ct I, sc. 1, "by the end of act 2 ha? shown signs
of yielding to Wendoli:
"Women that fall., not quite bereft of grace,
Have their offenses noted in their face.
I blush and am ashamed.
Tnis maze I am in,
I fear will prove the labyrinth of sin." 5
Wendoli' s passion for ^nne , wife of his friend and host,
would not seem strange to the Elizabethan, who still clung
to the conventional notions of the swift and sudden inten-
sity of mediaeval courtly love. In the face of it, V'endoll
is powerless:
"I'll pray, and see if God within my heart
Plant better thouphts.
Why prayers are meditations,
And when I meditate (Oh, God forgive me;
It is on her divine perfections . "66
fjlbid, 605
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He regrets his evil mission:
"Then
vrendoll, "be content;
Thus villains when they would, cannot repent. «67
Wendoll and Anne are certain to he discovered. This lends
suspense to the plot and the audience's interest would he
keen to see the outcome of this domestic triangle. One
';on very well imagine that the playhouse was hushed and
still as the ppectators followed with bated breath the card
game in .a.ct III, sc.?. The husband and evening guest engage
the wife and lover at a game of cards, i/rankford has just
learned of the relationship between his wife and Yfendoll
and it is with mingled feelings that he conceals his sus-
picions and seats himself at the game table, 'ine play on
words, asides t,nd fall of the cards reveal the turbulent
emotions beneath the cool exteriors of the players. How
true the editorial comment placed to introduce spencer's
edition of this play seems'.
"...and the author I i.e. Heywood, was far
ahead of his titles in perceiving that vital
hu.jan relationships do not need the panoply
of war and politics and high estate tgRbepoignantly affecting in the theatre." 6
He would not be in character if he allowed the sinful pair
to go unpunished. ^.fter proof of their guilt is establish-
ed, the novel and unexpected turn of the plot presents
67
68
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the unique punishment:
Woraan, hear thy judgment.
Go make thee ready in thy "best attire;
Take with thee ail thy gowns, all thy apparel;
Leave nothing that did ever call thee mistress,
Or "by whose sight being left here in the house,
I may remember such a woman by.
choose thee a bed, and hangings for thy chamber;
Ta?:e with thee everything that hath thy mark:
And get thee to ray manor seven mile off,
Y.'here live; 't'is thine; I freely give it thee."
The sorrows of repentance are -nne's. bhe addresses the
feminine spectators:
"0 women, women, you that yet have kept
Your holy matrimonial vow unstain'd
Make me your instance; when you tred awry. _
Your sins, like mine, will on your conscience lie."
Before her death, forgiveness co.nes, softening the harsh-
ness of the sentence, i'ne final speeches of /vnne and
x^'rankford are filled with tenderness and nobility, "nne
is too wet.k to kneel but begs pardon nevertheless;
"Faintness hath so usurp 'd upon my knees
That kneel I cannot; but on my heart's knee
-ay prostrate soul lies thrown down at your feet, 71
To beg your gracious pardon. Pardon, oh, pardon me!"
And .b'rankf ord:
"As freely, from the low dej:th of my soul,
As my Bedeerner hath forgiven His death,
I pardon thee, I will shed tears for thee;
pray with thee
;
And in mere pity of thy weak estate, I'll wish
to die with thee."' 2
^Ibid, 623
' uIbid
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How pleased the middle class spectator would "be with
this meting out of just reward'. The nobility of sir
Charles in the sub-plot ond the complete reversal of
Sir Francis ^cton, impressed with the virtue and honor
of his for ,er enemy, -.vouid not strike the -Elizabethan
as absurd, although a modern audience might find it, a-
long with the villainy of V7endol J , a rather unpl feas-
ible situation. The play is an example of ueywood'
s
work with the domestic play. His prolific pen dealt
with many subjects. Hy his own words in the preface
to his "Engl i sh Travellers" (1633; he st>ys that this
tragi-conedy is "being o^e reserved amongst two hund-
red and twenty, in which I have had either an entire
hand or at the least, a main finger. "^^ The very num-
ber of his works \?ould seem to argue for his popularity.
If we set ourselves the task of drawing a chart or
diagram to indicate the relative popularity of each dram-
atist in relation to his fellows, numerous problems
would at once arise. We find that there is, after all,
very little specific information to draw on. Mens! owe'
s
receipts are unsatisfactory, representing the perform-
ances of one theatrical company, at one theatre, in a
limited period of time. Criticisms by contemporaries
Thorndike, op . cit
.
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are difficult to evaluate. However, a few general con-
clusions Cf.n be made. In the earlier period of the the-
atre, there w&8 probably little difference "between the the
atricai preferences of the middle-class spectator and the
nobleman. V7ith the rise of the private theatre, a faint
line of demarcation begins to appear between the dramatic
tastes evidenced at the public and private playhouse.
Certain playwrights appealed more strongly, either througV:
conscious effort or by happy choice of subject matter;
to the audience of the private theatre ... others to the
court. Shakespeare rose to the heights of popularity
for both groups. Bel ow him, Marlowe, Jiyd and Greene take
their stand. Jonson wavers near the border-line of mid-
dle class popularity. somewhere above him, how near
the rank of Shakespeare we cannot say, are lieywood and
Dekker, the great writers whose works reflect so clearly
the everyday life of Elizabethan England. Well at the
bottom of the scale are the satirists, such as Middleton,
whose treatment of the citizenry stands out in such sharp
contrast to heywood's.
Obviously, the audience at the theatre had rather
definite tastes and preferences which the author must
consider. ,Tre are now concerned with those that the stage

manager and tctor found it necessary to consider. It
will "be recalled that the Elizabethan audience had rath-
er vigorous methods of shoving their approval or disap-
proval of a performance, which offered inconvenience and
obstruction to the actor on the stage, if not ectuai dis-
comfort and expense. The relationship between actor and
audience was, in a sense, more intimate than that of aud-
ience and author. The characteristics and mannerisms of
f&vorite actors became well known and beloved. The auth-
or recalled this as he composed the dialogue for his com-
ing performances. It was the special delight of the
audience if they could recognize in the dialogue of the
play an allusion to the actor who was playing the part.
Lawrence writes:
"It was the business of the Elizabethan
dramatist to know the strength and weakness
of his company for which he wrote and where
possible to give reality to his characters
by endowing them with the physical peculiar-
ities of the players for whom they were de-
signed. " ' 4
"This amiable weakness" was occasionally indulged, and
can be illustrated by examples from several plays, i'rom
Cooke's "The ^ittie Gallant" ( 1 6i 1 ; , we have a convers-
ation between two characters. They have been talking
of going to the Globe, bubble will go anywhere " so that
the fool can have a part: for i' faith I. am nobody with-
74
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out a fooilV. "^7hy, then," rejoins Geraldine, " we'll go
to the Red Bull; they say Green's a good clown'." "Green
Green's an ass'." exclaims Bubble, but c&n give no reason
"Indeed, I ha' no reason; for they say he is as like me
as ever he can look'." The humor of the situation lies
in the fact that Green, himself
,
plays the part of the
player, and does it so successfully that the very name
of the play is to become, as Lawrence tel J s us, "Green's
Tu Quoque". If the actor in question possessed distinc-
tive physical features of one sort or another, the al-
lusion was even more del ightful . Tarlton, the famous
clown, is often described as a short thick-set man,
slightly hump-backed, with cross-eyes and a flattened
nose. Perhaps the author of the "Life and .Jeath of
Jack Straw" had his short stature in mind ivhen he makes
Tom Mil 1 er say:
"For a bold captain, I have ttie advantage
of you al 1
,
For while you are fighting, I can creep
into a pint pot,
I am so sraal 1
.
The more popular the actor, the greater the delight of
the audience in a reference of this sort. Richard Tarl-
ton was an especially popular comedian, particularly
talented in extemporary wit, and successful in popular-
izing the jig. Me was a favorite of the Q,ueen, who
75 quoted in Ibid
,
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made him a groom of her chamber, "but over-audbcity in her
presence lost him the royal favor. iiis unusual, physic-
al appearance was an asset in his conic art. he must have
indeed presented a strange appearance. . . . "one attired in
rupset, with a "buttoned cap on his head, a great bag by
his side, and a strong bat in his hand." Nashe in"Pierce
Penil esse" (159?> tells how tne actors were
"entring into their first merriment (as
tney call ity , the people began exceedingly
to laugh, when Tarlton first peeped out his
head." 76
His type of acting was carried on by Will Kempe, whose
most notable achievement was his feat of dancing the
Liorris from London to Norwich. This took him nearly a
montn what with fatigue and poor weather, although he
actually danced for only nine days. Along with his nat—
ural abilities the feat must have had considerable press
agent value, and the combination made his name nearly as
renowned as that of Tarlton. Me is said to have played
the part of Peter in "Romeo and Juliet" and of Dogberry
in "Much Ado About .Nothing". It is thought that his
death occurred not long after his famous morris dance.
Among the great tragedians, we must rank together,
the names of -Uchard Eurbage and Edward Aileyn. ±surbage's
r
' 6 quoted in Chambers,
_op_. cit
.
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popularity lasted long after his deatn, which inspired
a great number ol ballads and obituary verses. J-ypical
of public sentiment is the following:
"Hee's gone fc with him vhat a world are dead,
Which he reuived, to be reuived soe.
Uo more young hamlett, ould lie ironyraoe
,
Kind Leer, the greeued ..ore, and more beside.
That liued in him, haue now for ever dy'de.
Oft haue I seene him J eap into the graue,
Suiting the person whiche he seem'd to haue
Of a sadd louer with soe true an eye,
That theer I would h«>ue Birome, he meant to dye
Oft haue I seene him play this part in least,
Soe liuely, that spectators and the rest
Of his sad crew, whilst he but seem'd to bleed,
amazed, thought euen then hee dyed in deed."'"
The details of is career are too many and too complex
to be covered with any degree of completeness in this
paper. Son of the builder of the first theatre, his con
nection with the stage was inevitable and his talent in
this direction made him one of the most renowned actors
of his day. Of Aiieyn, Heywood wrote in the "Apology":
"Among so many dead let me not forget one yet alive, in
his time the most worthy, famous ..aister Edward /.lien."
In 1597 he "leafte playnge" but we read that he resumed
acting at the request of the ^ueen. Na she's "Pierce Pen
ilesse" praises him extravagantly:
"Hot Roscius nor i-.espe, those admyred traged-
ians that haue liued euer since before Christ
was borne, could euer performs more in action
than famous Ned All en." 76
77
'ibid.
,cNashe, Pierce Penilesse, Ibid, 2 T7

These four names are "but a meagre representation of the
many bCtors of the izabetii.n stage. v e have not men-
tioned Robert Aimin j of vhora Carlton prophecied . . " (he)
should enjoy ray clo^nes put alter me", nor nathan jj'ieid
•who was dramatist as veil as actor. Jonn Lowin, who may
nave been t e original stage character of Jienry VIII,
William biy, and Robert Wilson, wno was said to be a rare
"man for a quioke, delicate, refined, extemporail wit"
are others of t ie many actors to whose perf ormances the
London audiences looked forward. chambers devotes nearly
fifty-five pages in nis iiil izabe than Stage to a careful
enumeration of information on these men. Their lives
read as full of drama as the plays they acted. One can-
not help but wonder what story lies behind the life of
the player whose biographical sketch reads as follows:
"GEW A blind player referred to in I
Ant. Mellida (1599; ind. 142, 'T had been
a right part for Proteus or oew. no'. Blind
Gew woul d have done ' t rarely, rarely l .. "^
These men who interpreted the author's product by voice,
gesture, and intonation, to the waiting audience deserve
prominence in the annals of the English drama.
The Elizabethan had, t-en, favorite authors, who
succeeded in winning his applause; favorite plays which
embodied the sentiments and actions He liked to see and
79
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hear; and' favorite performers, who tickJ ed his fancy,
wrung his neart, or moved nim to te;>rs:
"Give an Actor, Sorrow, Rage, ioy, Passion
Y.'hiJ st hee againe ("by seife-sbme Agitation;
Commands the Hearers, sometimes drawing out
Teare s
,
Tnen Smiles, end fill sgthem "both with hopes
and *'eares."
I am sure that there was considerable "stage business"
which came to "be an integral part of theatrical product-
ion, omission of any detail of whicn disappointed a cer-
tain type of spectator. It is customary to speak of the
SI izabethan stage as & very barren affair, "a couple of
wretched trees representing the whole forest of Arden"
and to credit the Elizabethan audience with a vast cap-
acity for make-believe. ^.C. Bradley writes:
"It (the audience/ possessed first, a
vivid imagination. Shakespeare could add-
ress to it, not in vain, the injunction
'Work, work your thoughts.' Probably in
three scenes out of five, the place and
surroundings of the action were absolutely
invisible to its eyes. In the fourth, it
took the barest symbol for real ity. A
couple of wretched trees made che forest
of Arden for it. It heard Romeo say 'Look
love, what envious streaks do lace the sev-
ering clouds in yonder east' and to its mind,
they were there... the simplest conventions
sufficed to set its imagination to work. If
Prospero entered wearing a particular robe,
it knew that no one on the stage could see
his solid shape. "^1
80Dekker, Prologue, If It Be Not Good the Devil I
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W, J. Laurence modifies this, with the remark:
"Everything that couid be shown was
sho ij n, &nd what could not he shown was
conveyed imaginative J y . "62
In Act I, sc.l, of "Hamlet" as Horatio addresses the
ghost, a we I i simulated cock crow probably echoed through
the theatre. J?rora lists of properties we gather that
the octors were elaborately and expensively costumed, and
the Ghost realistically fitted out with armor contrived
of silvered leather. In Act I. sc. 5, the famous "iidieu,
adieu, adieu, remember me'." was accompanied by a realistic
sinking of the ghost as his supporting trap was slowly
lowered by degrees. what hbs been left to the imagin-
ation if the property manager provided two curtained por-
traits for the speech in HI, sc. 4v
"Look here upon this picture, bnd on this, g^
'i'he counterfeit presentment of two brothers."
*he illusion of sound was supplied as faithfully as poss-
ible. Notice the number of effects Lawrence finds at
their disposal:
"Thunder, the muttering of the storm, and
the whistling of the wind, the singing of
birds, the lowing of catte, the baying of
hounds, the pealing of bells, the gallop-
ing of horses, the boom of cannon and the
rattle of musketry. . ai 1 were well and truly
imitated." 84
82
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He cites a reference from John Bate tel I ing of a device
"whereby several voices of "birds chirping may he heard"
and one from .Bacon, who writes "in regal is, (where they
have a pipe they call the Kightingale-Pipe wh^ch contain-
eth watery ... the sound hath a continuous tremhl ing" as
examples to prove that the imitation of a song- "bird was
not "beyond the Elizabethan. In the "Spanish Tragedy" this
speech of noratio, and Pel - irnper ia' s reply would seem to
indicate the use of some such device:
"Hark madain, how the "bird? record at night
For joy that .Bei-imperia sits in sight."
"No, Cupid counterfeits the nightingale
To frame sweet music to Horatio's tale."®*'
A hint at other sound effects comes from Jonson's prol-
ogue to ''Every Han in his Humor":
"...nor rouJ ed bullet heard
To say, it thunders, nor tempestuous drumraes.
tumbles to tell you when the storm is corae."°°
A feature of a&ny performances was the appearance of a
"blazing star" at opportune occasions in the dialogue.
"Xoctly how this was done we are not sure, but it was
probably one of the earliest attempts to employ fireworks
to achieve unusual lighting effects. In "Hamlet" I, sc . 1
,
as Hernado speaks:
"Last night of all,
rhen yond same star that's estward from the pole
p R
^bpencer, ed. op_. nit
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Had made hi? course to illume that part of
heaven
^.Vhere now it burns .. "° '
It does not seem unreasonabl e to suppose that there was
actually something to represent the star he so vividly re
fers to. Numerous examples show that this device, if not
used in connection with this articular speech, w&i one
familiar to the SI izabe than . We no"? co te to that phase
of stage real ism which has he en the Couse of so nucii crit
icism of the Elizabethan audience and which af lords con-
siderable contrast to present-day tastes in stage pres-
entation
.
- odern theatre-goers do not take kindly to represent-
ations of murders, executions, and violent deaths upon
the stoge, although via the medium of the moving picture
there is a certain taste for horrors of the Frankenstein
variety. We are inclined to immediately pronounce our-
selves the more fastidious of the two audiences; our
sensibil ities, .keener ; and our c<> 1 ibre as intellectuals
substantially finer, now great is the Elizabethan taste
for sensationalism? now far is this taste a censure
of the Elizabethan playgoer? The very care which the
stage manager exercised to represent such scenes as
87Parrott, ed.
,
op,, cit
.
, 67j3, 672

faithfully as possible, answers the first question. In-
vestigation has unearthed a good deal of evidence on this
score. The Jj'rench were among the first to employ stage
dummies for use in scenes where the action was such that
living actors could not simulate the circumstance. Heads
for these figures were carved in stone, from the actor's
own likeness, and then modelled in pasteboard and colored
as life-like as possible. The Greeks followed similar
practices. .Notice this speech from ..arlowe's "Idas sac re
at Paris". The "body of the admiral, who has teeeu pre-
sumably murdered in an upper chamber, is flung down into
the street below with the cry:
"Away with bin! r-ut off his head
and hands'."
Subsequently the body is carried in once more and hung
on a tree, to the delight cf the gaping apprentices, an-
other play requires that a body be "hauled from a height
and lights on a circle of pointed spears" and stage dir-
ections in yet another call for this action; "two living
bodies were thrown from the top of a tower and felJ with
a dull thud on the boards." This last must have called
for considerable ingenuity, and the unusual action would,
in itself, be enough to draw a large crowd to the play-
house, if only to discover how the thing was dene. At
Q Qcc quoted in Lawrence, Speeding Up Shakespeare

the risk of seeming irrelevant to the purpose and scope
of this paper, a few more exsrapl es of such sensationalism
might veil be cited. In 2 'Henry VI", act IV, there is
a ecene in which Valter "bears off Suffolk, only to return
within a few moments v/ith his severed head and dangling
"body, both of which he throws dovn on the stage. Displays
such c.& that of "several strangled chil dren" which we
find in the "Duchess of ttalfi" are not too strange to
contemplate when we recall how Madame Tuss^ud' s waxworks
have become a well-known Eritish institution. The var-
ious methods of feigning wounds, a detailed discussion
of the method of representing executions on the stage,
and similar intriguing subjects have been the object of
considerable scholarly research, which make interesting,
if a. bit morbid, reading. There is obviously, no ques-
tion a s to the extent to which this type of realism was
employed in the drama, and its very presence testifies
to its popularity. How important this taste for blood
and horror actually is, is hard to estimate. Should
we immediately condemn the Elizabethan? This is the
general tendency. Writer after writer describes the Eliz
abethan a bestial, brutish creature, afloat in a. sea of
muck and horror. One conclusion is safe to draw. The
((
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play which reported to the sensational as its chief attrac
ion had little else to merit its attendance. A w*ll con-
structed plot, interesting theme, carefully depicted char-
acters, unique denouement ... give 8 play these, and it us-
ually needed no promise of a well mangled "body at the
end of Act V to deserve and win popular favor.
The attitude of the playwright, himself, towards the
audience was somewhat apprehensive. The verdict of the
audience determined the cash value of the play. It is
no wonder that as he watched them assemble . . . ."a "bottle
of ale cannot he opened hut he thinks someone hisses."
Perhaps he stayed in the tiring house, as in "Cynthia's
Revel s"
:
M to prompt us aloud, stampe at the hook
holder, sweare for our Properties, cursse
the poore Tireman, rtyle the ..usique out
of tune
.
,"
89
Or provoked speeches like the following:
"I am looking lest the Poet heare me
or his man ...aster Proome, "behind the
airas..He has { sirreuerence j kick'd me
three, or four times about the 'i'yring
house. I thanke him, Tor T,ut oriering
to putt in, with my experience."^
The "behavior of Een Jonson at the opening night is sat-
irized in Uekker's "Sat iromast ix"
:
89
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"Moreover [ says Sir VaughanJ you will
not pit in a gallery -"'hen your comedies
and interludes have ended their action,
and there make vile and bad faces at
every line... to make gentlemen have an
eye to you, and to make players afraid
to take your pert.
Besides you must fors^-eare to ven-
ture on the stage, vhen your play is
ended, and to exchange curtezies and
complements with fall ants in the lcrdes
roomes, to make all the house rise up in
arms, and to cry 'that's Horace , that's
he that pennes and purges humours and
diseases.
"
Possible as Shakespeare must htve done, he watched the
reaction of the piaynouse from the vantare point of the
stage, itself. Sidney uee portrays 1'or us the emotions
of Shakespeare as he played the ghost in "Hamlet" at the
play's initial performance.
"'.'.lien the author in his weird role of
Hamlet's murdered father, opened his lips
for the first time, we might almost imag-
ine that in the word? 'pity me not, but
lend thy serious hearing to what I shall
unfold' he was reflecting the author's per-
sonal interest in the proceedings of that
memorable a.fternoon . " ^
The intense personal interest the author attached to the
fate of his production must have mb.de first nights some
what of an ordeal, not only for author and actor, but
book-holder, tireuian, stage keeper and assistants.
91Lawrence, 01 d Theatre j)ays and V'a.ys
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Grumbling? stout the inferiority of the spectator,
and bitter reflections on the stupidity of the audience,
occur but rarely in the work of the most successful dram-
atists as Shakespeare And iieywood. Their feelings toward
the group vino received their plays so kindly, were kindly
in return. Shakespeare addresses his budience as "gentle
all". We have only two hints of his appraisal of the
audience in a derogatory sense, and these are found in
the often quoted advice of Hamlet to the players. Notice
the first of these in the last sentence of the following
quotation:
"0, it offends me to the pouI to see a
robustious periwig-pa ted fellow tear a
passion to tatters, to very rbgs, to
split the ears of the groundlings, who
for the most part are capable of nothing
but inexplicable dumb shows and noise."
The -Prince is contemptuous of the groundl ings, but his
advice to the players is filled with suggestions, which
if carried out, will make the play more enjoyable for
spectators, ne would hare the players "speak tripping-
ly on the tongue", avoid the overuse of gesture, but:
"Be not too tame neither, but let your
own discretion be your tutor;' suit the action
to the word, the word to the action; with
this special observance, that you o'erstep
not the modesty of nature; for anything so
o'er done is from the purpose of playing,
93Farrott, ad, op_. eit
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whose end, both at the first and noil,
was and is, to hold, as 'twere, the mir-
ror up to nature; to show virtue her own
feature, scorn her own image, and the very
age and body of time his form and present-
ation. Bow this overdone, or come tardy
off, though it :.ifaice trie unskilful laugh,
cannot but make the judicious grieve: the •
censure of the which one must, in your al-
lowance, c^r weirh a whole theatre of
others ..."
There is a hint that the author considers the "judicious"
to be in the minority. continuing his speech of ad-
vice to the players, we find Kamlet referring to "some
quanity of barren spectators" . The sum total of these
meagre references to the quality of the audience does
not necessarily infer that the poet held them in general
contempt. If this is true, it is weU concealed through-
out tne plays. Hamlet's advice to the players reveals
more consideration for the audience's pleasure than
censure of it. On the other hand, Harbage selects from
the sonnets, a few disembodied statements which he feels
show chaff ings on Shakespeare's part at the necessity of
pleasing the fickle public. The sentiment that "he has
sold cheap what is so dear" and the reference to "public
means which public manners breed" may not refer to his
relation to the theatre at all. If these lines are auto-
biographical, the discontent which Harbage fancies that
lb id, 688

they echo may have a far different ctupe.
Thorndike speaks of Shakespeare's ridicule of the
rao"b in "Julius Caesar" and "C orioianus" . I suppose he
ha s in mind passages, as this speech of Caius LLarcius in
I, i, of the latter play:
"He that will give good words to thee
will flatter.
.
Peneath abhor ing. What would you have,
you curs,
That like nor ;;eece, nor war? The one
affrights you.
The other makes you proud, ne that trusts
to you,
YThere he should find you lions, finds
you hares
;
'here foxes, geese. You are no surer, no
Than is the coal of fire upon the ice
Or hail stone in the sun.
He that most depends
Upon your favors swims with fins of lead
And hews down oaks with rushes. "^^
If this is supposed to show his contempt of his audience,
it is hardly specific, censure of a mob, unreasoning,
riotous and fickle, is one thing; censure of the playgoer
is another. On the whole Shakespeare treated his audience
kindly and we have very few evidences of contempt.
ihese few faint murmurs of disapproval contrast
strongly with "bitter jibes at the "men of understanding"
and to the "stinkards speaking ail things,' yet no man
understanding anything'." Here is an example in Y'ebster's
Ibid
,
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"White Devil":
"...and since it was acted in so dull a
time of winter, and so open and so
black a theatre, that it wanted that
which is the only grace and setting of
a tragedy, a full and understanding aud-
itory; and that since that time I have
noticed that most of the people who come
to the playnouse, resemble those ignor-
ant asses who visiting stationers shops,
their use is not to inquire for good books,
but new books. "^6
Failure of his play had embittered the author, who immed-
iately turns on the audience, hen Jonson displays a sim-
ilar trait. J?'rom the induction to "Bartholomew j.'air"
we have a remarkable piece of satire in the form of a
covenant, couched in legal terms and declaimed to the aud-
ience v/ith mock solemnity:
The audience is to agree to remain in their peats for the
duration of the play, but may
"have his or their free will of censure,
to like or dislike at their own charge, the
author having now departed with his right.
It shall be lawful for any man to judge his
six pen'orth, so to his eighteen pence, two
shiliings, half a crown, to the value of
his place, providing always his place get
not above his wit.." 9^
"between the spectators, or hearers, at
the Hope, on the Banks ide . .and the author
of Bartholomew fair... on the other"
96
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"It is al so agreed that every man , here
exercise his own judgment, and not censure
by contagion, or upon trust, from another's
voice or face that sits beside him, be he
never so first in the commission of witj as
also that he be fix'd and settled in his
censure, that what he approves or not ap-
prove of uoday he will do the same tomor-
row, and if tomorrow, the next ch>y, and so
the next week, if need be; and not be brought
do i;;n by any that sits on the bench with him,
though they indict and arraign plays daily."
Jcnson' s contempt for his audience is but thinly veiled,
ile was no doubt, embittered by the failure of his recent
play "Cataline". The satire was missed by the audience,
or else considered al J in good fun for "Bartholomew *air"
was a grebt success. In this play, jonson pave his aud-
ience what it wanted, although by deliberate and conscious
effort. The charge of inconsistency is echoed in Beaum-
ont in his commendatory verses to the "faithful Shepherd-
ess"
"One company knowing they judgment lack
Ground their belief on the next man in blbck,
Others on him that makes sighs, and is mute,
Some like as he does in the fairest sute.
He as his mistress doth, and she by chance,
Nor wants there those, who as the boy doth
danc e
Between the acts... will censure the who J e play.
Some if the wax lights be not new that day;
But multitudes there a.re whose judgment goes.
Headlong, according to the Actors Cioathes." UU
^Ibid, 415
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Jonson is not quite so "bitter in the "Alchemist" content-
ing himself with a reference to "judging spectators". Chap-
man in "Bussy d'Ambois" calls the audience his "gracious
and noble friends". So with iieywood. nis audience is
composed of "gentle and gracious auditors" or constitute
a "numerous and mighty auditory". In general , the attit-
ude is kindly. Wo tendency to bite the hand thai fed
them appears when the play is successful. if a play fail-
ed, the case was al t ered .'. .both author and colleagues
seized their pens <>nd blamed the spectators. But what
could be more natural. Human nature has not changed!
With this discussion of the attitude of the author
towards his public, this paper must close. We have ex-
amined the social composition of the audience, the aud-
ience in relation to the public playhouse, and hare at-
tempted to determine some of the " favor ites" ... favor ite
plays, favorite dramatists, favorite actors, and so on.
It is to be hoped that the personality of the Elizabeth-
an playgoer and his influence upon the development of the
theatre will stand out more clearly, j.n effort has been
made to portray him as clearly as possible.

V. Abstract
.Little has been written about this phase of stage
history, nowever, the topic is an important one, for the
audience played an important part in determining the con-
tent, technique, and theme of not only, Shakespeare's works
but, ihose of his contemporaries as well . A knowledge of
the people who attended ishtke speare 1 s plays, sheds light
upon vital questions of staging and interpretation of his
plays. x he plan of this paper is to appro&ch the subject
from three points of view: first, the relation between the
audience and the playhouse; second, the audience, itself,
and finally the relation between spectator and writer, act-
or and stage manager. The first, discusses the playhouse,
dealing with aspects sucli as admission, refreshment, the
jig, and so on, in the order in which they would be encount-
ered by the playgoer, and concludes with a discussion of
Elizabethan behavior at the pl«y. The second portion per-
mits i, closer examination of the audience, itself. The
predominance of the middle clas, both in civic life and
fat the theatre
;
has been brought out. The kind of person
who attended the play, the student, the apprentice c.nd
the others; and the evidence, both for and against, the
presence of women bt the theatre are discussed. The "type"

characters who attended the theatre, fcS Elizabethan sat-
irists saw them are reviewed, although the actual light
they cast on the nature of the audience is slight, hb
Harboge reminds us, the audience is never a composite of
caricatures but a c ross- section of society in general. The
final portion of the paper deals with Elizabethan tastes
and preferences in regard to plays, dramatists, actors,
and stage business. Elizabethan delight in the sensation-
al is discussed, as wei J as realism in the Elizabethan
theatre, ny way of conclusion, a discussion of the attit-
ude of the playwrights, first, Shakespeare j and then his
contemporaries, towards the audience for whom they wrote
is initiated.
"e are surprised to J earn that even in this early
period in theatrical history some attempts ot advertis-
ing existed. An early form of the playbill is known to
be in use; the playhoure flag flew from the tiring house
tower on paydays, and possibly, the actors themselves
may have gone through the town, assembl ing a crowd with
drum and trumpet and then reading an announcement of
their play. The scale of admission varied, hut translated
into present day values, seems fairly comparable to the
admission paid to attend a motion picture house. The

percentage of the total population who attended the the-
atre is surprisingly small. it has "been estimated that
about two from every fifteen persons were spectators. The
reasons for this smai ] percentage were numerous. The size
of the audience is a controversial question. .best schol-
arly evidence places the average attendance at an aver-
age sized theatre, as the Rose, between 1,054 and 1,557
persons, f.nd the weekly total for the city of London at
about 15,000 perpons. The performance, itself, was far
different from anything we might encounter in this pres-
ent day. The behavior of the audience would seem odd;
the facilities of the theatre most uncomfortable; and the
vigorous reactions of the spectators most alarming, when
we come to express an critical opinion on the behavior
of the audience, it is difficult to tell in what degree
they are to be censured in this rerpect. However, if
we linger too long on this point, we are apt to give it
undue stress. We are so indebted to the age for the great
literary land marks i ef t us in the form of Shakespeare's
plays that the behavior of the spectators seems relatively
unimportant
.
The bulk of London's population was tradesmen, and
craftsmen, attracted there by the business opportunities
stimulated by the presence of the court. i'he middle class

pred om lriia ted at the theatre as well, a large percentage
of the c-udience were apprentices and students. There were
few women at the play, contemporary satirists have left
pen sketches of characters as the gull, the traveller, the
dandy, and the gallant, all familiar figures at the thea-
tre. Many contemporary references to the "behavior of the
apprentices exist. Jbeauraont gives us a picture of the
citizen, his wife, and his apprentice in -The Knight of
the .burning Pestle". The audience was a colon'ul group
of people, reflecting the likes and dislikes of middle
class society in Elizabethan England.
Historical plays of all kinds were favorites of the
Elizabethans. .he chronicle play, citing the history of
England's kings, appealed to their patriotism and pride
in country. Plays of action and knightly adventure pleas-
ed them end tragedies, the more violent, the better, at-
tracted many auditors to the playhouse. sensationalism
on the stage, representations of murders, executions, add
similar displays which would find little popularity in
modern days... were relished. Most popular of all were
plays glorifying the artisan and apprentice as ''The Life
and Death of Jack Straw . satires, particularly when
mid le class ideals and practices were the victim, were
very unpopular. This explains Jonson's unpopularity ex-

cept in those instance? where he is careful to satirize
traits or oharacterist ic s of mankind in general. The
pi fays "VoJpone" and the "Alchemist" were successful, and
his "Bartholomew Pair" an example of a del iherate attempt
to give the faudience what they want, with very successful
results, although his contempt for his audience is very
thinly veiled in the prologue of the latter. Shakespeare
was popular with all classes. Dek>cer and neywood, were
proponents of the middle class, particularly, neywood. nis
pi ays are filled with hits of philosophy, characteristic
of the middle class, and reveal a keen insight and under-
standing of them. It is easy to see why the "Knight of
the iiurning Pestle" of Beaumont, would not appeal to the
audience of the public plfayhouse. ...iddleton and Brtjne
were not able to interest middle class spectators, middle-
ton' s "Michaelma8 Term" is typical of the sharp and biting
satire which proved so unpopular. n.yd's "Spanish Tragedy"
remained e favorite well towards the close of this period,
and the plays of Marlowe with his "mighty line" and his
m&gnif icent hero-villains, as in "Tambuerl aine" were
equally favored.
On the whole, the playwright maintained a kindly
attitude towards his audience as long as his plays were
received favorably. It is only when he is embittered by

past failures, or the failure of the work of a fellow
dramatist, that we read satirical comments on the inabil-
ity of the audience to judge judiciously or to appreciate
the "best in dramatic work. Shakespeare rarely criticizes
them, nor does ileywood. Jonson was most contemptuous of
his public, but was awc.re of what qualities would please
them as we have seen in "Bartholomew l<'air" .
The audience of Shakespeare's day was a fair croes-
section of Elizabethan urban ife, and when we limit our-
selves to the audience at the public playhouse, it be-
comes a cross section of middle class society, .an under-
standing of this fascinating group of people, enriches
our understanding and appreciation of the Elizabethan
drama, and in turn, our understanding and comprehension
of Elizabethan England.
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